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I-. Aqueous alteration affected many carbonaceous chondrite (CC) meteorites. 
Important constraints on conditions and environments that existed during aqueous alteration 
can be deduced from the mineralogy of the alteration products, especially the 
phyllosilicates. Much current data on aqueous alteration comes from studies of CI and CM 
chondrites. In contrast, little work has been done in the study of alteration products in 
petrographic type3 CCs. Chemically, the CV3 and C03 CCs are not as primitive as the 
CIs, but petrographically they are considered to be primitive, i.e., only slightly altered or 
unaltered [I, 21. However, recent petrographic studies of C3 chondrites at the high spatial 
resolution afforded by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [3-71 show that some C3 
chondriter have undergone aqueous alteration, and this appears to have occurred on both 
the parent bodies and in the nebula, We summarize here our results from the Allende and 
Kaba CV3 CCs and the Land and Ornans C03 chondrites, combined with observations 
from the literature. 

CV3 Chondrite~. The phyllosilicate mineralogy of CV3 chondrites is dominated by 
smectites and micas, although phyllosilicatts such as aluminous serpentine are also 
observed in minor quantities [3-6,8]. The s m d t e s  coxrespond to low-Al saponites, with 
Na as the main interlayer cation. Saponite has been positively identified in Mokoia [4] and 
in Kaba [a and probably occurs in Vigarao as well [9]. Saponite occurs as a replacement 
of anhydrous silicates and glass in matrix, chondrules, and in some Ca- and Al-rich 
inclusions (CAIs). Micas in CV3 chondrites are compositionally heterogeneous, ie., 
several end members have been reported, including Na-phlogopite, margarite, clintonite, 
and muscovite. In Allende and Kaba, the micas appear to be confined to the CAIs and 
amoeboid olivine aggregates (AOAs) [3,5,8,10]; Tomeoka and Buseck (1986) reported 
Na-phlogopite in chondrules from Mokoia. 

CV3 chondrites with smectite in CAIs also have abundant smectite in matrix [4,6], 
whereas chondrites with no smectite in matrix (as in Allende), have mica as the dominant 
phyllosilicate in both coarse- and fine-grained CAIs [3,6,8, 101. This observation may be ~ 

related to the location of the inclusions during alteration, as discussed below. The micas in 
CV3 CCs are restricted in their oocuxrence to CAIs and AOAs and therefore are believed to 
have formed prior to accretion [6,8]. Thermodynamic calculations suggest that micas 
could f a m  at nebular water fugacities (-10-6) in the temperature range of -350 to 500K [6, 
81. Tomeoka and Buseck (1982) had suggested that the intergrown mica and smectite in a 
finegrained CAI formed as a result of reaction between the CAI and Allende matrix at 
relatively low temperatures, after the inclusion was inmpomed into the meteorite. 
However, no hydrous phases have been reported from Allende matrix. 

Saponite is common in the CAIs and olivine-rich matrix of altered CV3 chondrites. 
The fomation of saponite from matrix olivine required a some of A1 and alkalis, elements 
that were probably derived from minor aluminous phases. The amount of diffusion 
necessary for the formation of saponite from olivine is considerable and would be enhanced 
at the high water fugacities that could be attained in a parent body. Thus, micas probably 
formed prior to accretion but were subsequently altered or obscured by more extensive 
aqueous alkmion that produced smectite in a parent-body environment. 

C03 Chondrita. In contrast to the CV3 CCs, serpentine is the dominant phyllosilicate 
reported from C03 chondrites. Most smntine is low in Al and contains sienificant Fe. 
serpentine, together with other alterati~n'~roducts, has been identified in &am [ l  11, 
LancC [7], Alan Hills A77307 [12], and in C03 xenoliths from Murchison [13]. TEM 
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studies of Lana5 and Ornans'show that serpentine replaces the fine-grained, Fe-rich olivine 
in matrix and coexists with poorly crystalline Fe oxide. 

A major component of CV3 and C03 matrix is fine-grained, Fe-rich olivine that is 
altered to serpentine in C03 CCs and to saponite in CV3 chondrites. This difference in 
phyllosilicate mineralogy probably results from alteration at different temperatures. We 
believe that if the aqueous alteration of matrix olivine occurs at moderate to low 
t e m v e s ,  the resultant phyllosilicates are serpentines. At lower temperatures, or with 
prolonged alteration, the alteration product of matrix olivine is s d t e .  

naceous cho- Our results have implications for CC classification. 
The current system uses a number to designate the petrologic type, with type 3 representing 
mdtered chondrites; numbers 3 to 7 indicate increasing thermal metamorphism, and 
numbers 3 to 1 represent i n d g  aqueous alteration. TEM observations suggest that 
Kaba (and probably Mokoia) are hmmediate between petrologic types 3 and 2 and could 
be classified as CV2 chondrites. The extent of alteration in Allende, Land, and Ornans is 
so slight that their classification as type 3 chondrites is unchanged. Similar modifications 
to the classification system have been suggested by several researchers [14,15]. 

m. 1) The micas in CAIs and AO& in CV3 chondrites probably formed prior to 
accretion by gadsolid d o n s  in the solar nebula. 2) The low-temperature phyllosilicates . 

(saponites) that occur in CAI' and elsewhere in CV3 chondrites resulted from aqueous 
altedon in a parent body. 3) The most common phyllosilicate alteration pmduct of matrix 
olivine in CV3 chondrites is saponite, whereas serpentine dominates in C03 chondrites, a 
difference that is probably related to the temperaturt during alteration. 
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